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Chairman Desk’s

Mr. Usman Hussain Sheikh
Chairman

The great position comes always with the great responsibilities to maintain 
both parties. 

Our candidates and clients have been my market teachers, which 
strengthens in the sense of choosing the right candidates and making 
right decisions.  At NEMC we are always endeavouring to provide bulk 
recruitment with suitable and sustainable candidates. 

I believe that providing manpower is not only to generate the revenue it 
always likes to serve nature and to contribute to social  responsibilities By 
serving to candidate,  company, and countries. 

Human loyalty is our focal part of our authorized company, We will soon be 
turning to 30 in 2021, & I am especially proud of what our team has 
achieved in these 29 years of services. 

We continued looking and making improvement in all areas of our  
business to ensure that it is run in the most efficient way to the higher level  
of quality, while Always going to extra mile to serve and satisfied the 
clients. 

Our presence across India & other countries like Nepal, Bangladesh, 
Philippines, Pakistan, and Egypt ease us to provide the  complete 
manpower .

We work smart with today’s updated technology, we work together  &  
transparency is our committed tools which repeatedly allow our client to 
use  our service whenever he needs a workforce. 

We thoroughly committed to building a long relationship 

Mr. Usman Hussain Sheikh

Not all recruitments are created equally   
working to the highest ethical standards    
it’s a route of all recruitment. 
 
We are experts in the sense of human     
behaviours, which is mandatory to serve the 
manpower, for avoiding any obstacle in the 
future related to candidates



Mr. Arman Usman Sheikh
Managing Director

(Re-Founder)

As a Managing Director of NEMC.

Mr. Arman Sheikh assumed leadership in 2010 as a manager, it becomes 
Arman’s personal vision to further boost the labour strategies for 
employers throughout the Gulf. 

My key task to provide the fundamental strategic direction through the 
day to day business,  and directing to all over the programs and services, 
alongside a developing network of associates and motivate leadership.
 
I accumulated over 10 years of extensive professional experience with the 
believe of partnering with our clients in providing customized solutions to 
solve specific business issues.

The challenges are tremendous What we do have is the vision, the 
commitment, and the expertise to become a leader, where leadership is 
not just being the biggest, but the best in terms of people and their 
competitiveness, my mission is to convert  the  traditional recruitment 
system to today's adopted technologies till 2024, which could help to 
provide the quality of recruitment service, the value we provide to our 
clients, and all our business processes. 

would like to conclude with the understanding that the service of others is 
a life worth living, always excited to help others providing workforce inside 
a sense of honour, knowing that something you are doing is helping 
peoples in need.

Managing Director Mr. Arman Usman SheikhManaging Director

Our motto is to use our in-depth and profound 
knowledge of the market to ensure the fair deal, 
on-schedule deliveries and reliable quality at 
competitive time line,
my nature is to make a working place pleasure 
for our staff,  promoters, and our candidates. 

“ I grew up in a family that always had a recruitment talk”
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Founded By 
Mr. Usman Hussain Sheikh.
With a vision & determination to
Establish himself in this world
of recruitment. 

Accredited by the Gov. of India 
MOAI, Enhancing its growth 
and stability

NEMC has stepped up with
some booming industries under
his belt covering the sector like
FMCG, Oil & Gas, & Hospitality

By the date, NEMC has achieved
a high growth rate in the market
and have succeeded in listing
himself in the top 20 Recruitment 
firm for Golf Regions.

Mr. Arman Sheikh (Re-Founder)
took the flag further with the mindset of 
transforming a traditional business into 
today’s technology, NEMC Introduce 
new systematic management with 
the rise of E-Commerce & ERP in the
world of recruitment

by this date, NEMC has successfully 
complete 1000+ projects, 800+ satisfied
customers, 28,000+ candidates deployed
multinational collaboration in 
Nepal, Bangladesh, Philippines, Sri Lanka
and Egypt.

Started Domestic recruitment in India
adding 3rd party recruitment services
establish UMID automated recruitment 
application and media management 
services about to establish 1st overseas 
branch in KSA by the end of 2020

POWERING THE WORLD OF WORKCompany Overview



NEMC is a registered company under the 
Indian MOIA body. The complete step is closely 
taken care of by our special team to avoid any 
daunting. From registering Company under 
POE till clearing Candidate Immigration. Our 
special consultant assists and guides you 
simplify the long and daunting process. 

Immigration Services

You name a country and rest confusion leave 
on us, we are available to assist you 24*7 from 
submitting the correct document till you see the 
visa on the passport. Updating our self from 
current changes in terms of documentation are 
our basic needs.

Visa Assistance Services

Career management program supports and 
encourages the skills either newly passed out 
of graduate or involved in the surviving job. 
We deliberately look to nurture their skills, 
progress in career and maintaining a high level 
of performance so they get the exact match of 
job and also the suffices of the organization.

Career Management Skill Training

We outsource fully screened trained 
and inducted candidates. 
So you can freely focus on your 
business to drive cost, quality,                     
efficiency, service, and scalability 
benefits. 

Out Sourcing & Outplacement 

Temporary Contract Staffing
Temporarily become daunting when it 
comes to urgency but NEMC has 
merchandised this necessity inefficient 
way so the company could select and 
complete its temporary work like plant 
re-construction, shut-down in a budget   
Able cost.

International Recruitment
28+ Years of experience in international 
recruitment, we understand the urgency 
of manpower either its Blue collar or white 
collar. Therefore we are available to serve 
a large quantity in a short time frame.

Certificate attestation
Trade test attestation
Degree & Diploma attestation
Birth & Marriage certificate attestation
Power of attorney and other legal 
documents 

Documents Attestations

Ticketing (IATA)
IATA Accredited and authorized agency 
for International Air Transport Association
For international and domestic air 
ticketing, services including tours operator 
and travel consultant

POE Registration
POE Registration for companies
Generating login access
Emigration Clearance for ECR Countries
Verify ECNR Passport
Making easy for employers and     
candidates to get immigration smoothly 

Our Services



7+ years of experience in international recruitment in various industries 
able to Enhances the organization's human resources by planning,   
implementing and evaluating employee relations and human resources 
policies, programs, and practices. 
Maintains the work structure by updating job requirements and job                 
descriptions for all positions.  

Hotels and Hospitality

Logistic & Distribution

Oil & Gas

Hospitals & Healthcare

Asia’s Culture and respect is in 
nature, this allowed Asia comes in 
priority whenever gulf needs   
Hospitality, 
NEMC has a substantial    
background in the hotel, catering & 
hospitalities our consistent supply in 
FMCG enable our grip steady in fast 
food & hospitality industries.

As our client use the most    
prominent method to cargo item in 
most efficient and on time.
Our recruitment service    
encompasses this sector to   
organize well behave employee for 
managing respective client ethics.

Observing demand for responsible 
extraction of fossil fuels, NEMC work 
upstream, midstream and down-
stream market.
We contribute our effort for talent 
acquisition and staff solution. For 
offshore, subsea,  pipeline, HSS, 
and drilling department.

Health and health treatment are every 
patient's priority when it comes to 
manpower, we care about this category 
like babies to prevent misconception on 
Medical and Non-Medical ategories. 
Like a specialist, general physician,   
Pro metric accredited Nurses. Ward 
maintenance worker, or Health 
Diagnostic Technician or operator.  
We assess complete manpower. 

Deep understanding in reading analyzing and executing the job  
description of unskilled and semi skill categories as per job specification. 
Responsible for handling the company's end to end sourcing operations. 
Data mining, headhunting, over 8 years of extensive experience to tackle 
the post recruitment Pri-recruitment procedure, sourcing activities by 
analyzing the company's spending, supplying partnerships and new 
possibilities.

12 years of verse experience to maintain the time frame to deliver the 
quality services always work on pre-plan to successfully meet the   
companies’ deadline, having proven track record for Usage of     
technology in operation and management to ensure that organizations 
can reduce the cost, improve the delivery process, standardize and 
improve quality and focus on customization.

Highly professional in term of developing relationships, providing             
guidance and advice and ensuring the entire customer's needs Work 
hard to foster strong business relationships with our Clients & Candidates
Maintaining a fruitful relationship friendly and professional manner at all 
times. Work together with the other departments in the company to 
provide excellent service to our clients.

Recruitment Campaign
Manager

Sourcing Manager

Technical & Operation

Intl. Client Relation
Manager

Expertise in Industry

We understand your business needs,
therefore our expertise delivering
solutions

Our Expertise 

FMCG and Retail

Saudi Arabia accounts for around 51% 
of the total food retail sales in the GCC 
region.
The report shows the Packaged Food 
market in GCC to grow at a CAGR of 
7.38%  by 2020. 
How can we remain back in this 
industry? Our special team who has 
already given many years FMCG and 
retail leads our client and swiftly closes 
the Campaign as require.

MEP & HVAC

We understand the contractor Bid and 
his importance of his respective client 
therefore we choose only skills  
employees. 
Base building structure and construct 
upon layout. Mechanical, Electrical and 
Plumbing system, includes flow of 
plumbing, drainage, AC / HVAC 
DRAINAGE, GAS, Up to the point of 
contact with individual tenant spaces

I.T and Telecom

Again, one of the most recommended 
Sectors from Asia, either you are new 
established IT firm or a well-organized 
traditional company. We think on your 
behalf to compile today’s world 
features. Our advice on this sector has 
made curios to many companies to 
contract the manpower with us. We give 
problem solver to meet your exact 
ideas, not only the employees.

Waste & Environment
Management

Global environment under threat.  
Without joining hand, it’s not possible to 
clean and green the environment. 
Therefore, we have impaneled wastage 
management team to allocate the 
skilled employee. 
NEMC shows major hats off respect to 
the sector that contributes their effort in 
this field and asks to allow us to make it 
better by contributing our effort.

Construction Operation 
and Maintenance

Wide range of view and extensive 
experience in working and being 
manpower partner of our client from 
architecting till painting work. 
Our team have delivered commercial, 
Road development and extension. 
Healthcare, education, residential, and 
Villa, Camp, Govt. Civil Project,    
Workforce 
From pilling to compleition, operating 
and maintaining infrastructure is our 
guarantee recruitment. 

Arranges meetings by scheduling appropriate meeting times, booking 
Hotels, and planning refreshments. Manages correspondence by  
answering emails and sorting mail. Assists in planning and arranging 
events, including organising catering. Handles expenses and billing 
cycles.
Coordinating office activities and operations to secure efficiency and 
compliance to company policies. Supervising administrative staff and 
dividing responsibilities to ensure performance. Keeping stock of office 
supplies and place orders when necessary.

Office Administration



“Human resources are the most valuable 
assets the world has.

 They are all needed desperately.”

“
“

We Re-Frame Unique QualitiesWhy Choose Us

•  If a candidate is unsuitable within a probation period will replace  
     the candidate also will take care of expenditure. 

• We stand whenever you face any problems with the candidates   
    until he starts his works back. 

• We have a global reach.

• Competent to cover and provide a complete project’s   
    man-power from all over Asia.

• Deep knowledge and understanding of government and private   
    sectors of international manpower. 

• Worked more then 2600+ positions and provided manpower   
    more than 25 government departments, through contractors and  
    sub-contractors.

• Our system and process are tights hence we take it seriously in                    
    providing suitable manpower. 

• We have almost 3 decades experience in international recruitment    
    and manpower supplies.

• We take care of all legalization as per the labour laws of respective   
    countries to avoid any obstacles for manpower supplies. 

• We do E-Migrate Registration and Attestation.

• Our tailor-made process make recruitment drive easy for our clients.

Finding the right person for your business is a crucial decision  
Our specially designed solutions bring you talent quickly.

                   — Eleanor Roosevelt



NEMC - Manpower  Consultant 
(Overseas & Domestic Recruitment)
NEMC: founded in 1988 by name Usman Hussain Sheikh, poised to be 
an active partner in the growth of companies, we provide well talented 
human resource from India since more than two  decades, National 
Exports are verified by ISO 9001:2008 & MOIA India.

LIC NO : B-0521/MUM/PER/1000+/5/7896/2007  

UMID - Import & 
Export (IEC 0316976113)

We are proud to announce the 
company that enjoys making 
challenging tasks possible in 
sourcing business, who has taken 
traditional import-export by storm. 
we are a team of young,     
experienced, dynamic individuals
we are the sole importer of   
sourcing partners for many   
commodities like FMCG,     
Agriculture, sugar, food beverages, 
chemicals, metal & minerals, and 
construction material.

UMID - I.T. Company 
UMID I.T Solutions specializes in 
providing cost-effective IT solutions for 
Small, Medium and Big sized Enter-
prise Our team is equipped with the 
front /backend designing and develop-
ment knowledge to provide solutions 
to any IT needs of businesses in 
various industry. our focus at all times 
is business enablement by leveraging 
the latest technologies.
Our vision to make life easier for all 
industries while transforming the 
traditional mind and manual system 
into an organized structure.

UMID - 
Media Company 
UMID Digital Marketing & Adver-
tising Agency that creates 
solutions for brands to increase 
sales efficiency.
our expertise includes Digital 
Advertising Campaigns, SEO, 
SEM, SMM, Website Design & 
Development and everything 
related to marketing and adver-
tising. 
Exclusive Google Partner.

NEMC - Real Estate 
Investment 

Real Estate investment refers to 
an entity that focuses the 
majority of its business on 
investing in real estate. 
In search of profits, real estate 
investment groups may choose 
to buy, renovate, sell, or finance 
properties. 

UMID - Tours & Travels
‘A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.

 
UMID Tours & Travels, Our competitive rates, and exclusive offers are what 
give us a top-notch over our competitors. We promise 'Unbeatable'    
services both in pricing and quality. For instance, travelers can save big 
with our ZERO Convenience fee on flight bookings.
we create a world of affordable tourism and to explore as well as innovate 
new avenues in the travel industry

Real Estate

UMID
Import & Exports iNNOVATION

Group of Companies



The 10-years expertise in sales, operation, marketing and business  
development in various industries, Across GCC countries to fulfil   
customer needs through convenient, sustainable offering and provide 
simple yet best customer service to maximize shareholders' value.

With experience came perfection and popularity, both have led to more 
business and success. 

It has been 10 years of hard work and dedication to achieve customer 
satisfaction.

Atta-ur-Rehman
Business Development Manager

"If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more,   
do more and become more, you are a leader." 

We always keep in mind the important criteria, issues & challenges that the 
company may face. Hence we need to present a suitable candidate. 
As we understand that a small misconception and negligence may give rise to a 
big problem in the future.

What Makes Us Unique?

We do the bifurcation of the demand depending upon their profession. 
We give the respective task to various HR panels for further study and assign 
them to the assessment department

Releases Advertisements, make personal interaction by approaching various 
states head, working there as a representative or as freelancers. CV’s. And 
candidates are brought under one roof for their shortlisting, handled by a 
working personnel department.

Once the medical and the MOFA are done we go through all the procedures as 
swiftly as we can. We make sure it gets completed within the time span of two 
weeks. Then approval for the �ight from the sponsor is taken and �ight makes as 
per the client's requirement.

The only basic aim while recruiting the candidate is the betterment of our client's 
�rm and organization. We provide the perfect match and solutions for the needs 
of our clients through the long term client relationship build on with experience 
insight and teamwork to meet those successes, we always search for a new way to 
improve our standards.

This involves the last process, as we deploy the Candidate and inform the sponsor 
about it. When the candidate reaches there we give the con�rmation call to the 
sponsor about the nature of work the candidate is having towards his duty.



Office Overview



Clientele Operation, Maintenance & Constructions



Clientele FMCG & Retails



Clientele Miscellaneous


ZAID ALHUSSAIN & BROTHERS GROUP

ELKHEREIJI



F/426, Kanakia Zillion, LBS Marg, 
Kurla (W) Mumbai - 400070.

Tel.: +91 22 2086 2555 /56 /57

info@nationalexports.in

INDIA - HEAD OFFICE
National Exports Manpower Consultant Pvt. Ltd
Sinamangal -9, Kathmandu, Nepal

Email : np@nationalexports.in

NEPAL
Rahmania int. Complex 09th floor, room no-14, 
Motijheel, Dhaka-1000 , Bangladesh

Email : bg@nationalexports.in

BANGLADESH
 Unit 1 Eden Townhomes 2001 Eden Street 
Corner, Pedro Gil St, Santa Ana, Manila, 1009 
Metro Manila, Philippines

Email : ph@nationalexports.in

PHILIPPINES
No. 162, 1/2, 1st Floor,
Maha Vidyalaya Mawatha,
Colombo 13, Sri Lanka.

Email : sl@nationalexports.in

SRI LANKA
K.S.A : P.O. Box : 26497 Code: 11486 , Almalaz, 
Fatimah Al-Zahra Street, Riyadh, 

Tel : +966-011- 4748616 
Fax : 011-4748616/100
Email: ksa@nationalexports.in

KSA

Global Networks OUR GLOBAL NETWORKS

Assocate Offices in India

Overseas Assocate Offices

Countries we Serve to


